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Abstract

We study black hole formation in a model of two dimensional dilaton gravity and 24
massless scalar fields with a boundary. We find the most general boundary condition
consistent with perfect reflection of matter and the constraints. We show that in the
semiclassical approximation and for the generic value of a parameter which characterizes
the boundary conditions, the boundary starts receeding to infinity at the speed of light
whenever the total energy of the incoming matter flux exceeds a certain critical value.
This is also the critical energy which marks the onset of black hole formation. We then
compute the quantum fluctuations of the boundary and of the rescaled scalar curvature
and show that as soon as the incoming energy exceeds this critical value, an asymptotic
observer using normal time resolutions will always measure large quantum fluctuations of
space-time near the horizon, even though the freely falling observer does not. This is an
aspect of black hole complementarity relating directly to quantum gravity effects.

MIRAMARE - TRIESTE
January 1994

Recently, the question of information loss during the process of black hole evap-

oration ' have been intensively studied *. The reason behind this renewed interest

is the discovery of black hole solutions in two dimensonal dilaton gravity models1'1

and exact conformal field theories describing two dimensional black holes1'1 and

the demonstration that black hole formation and subsequent evaporation can be

in principle studied in two dimensional models .

Much of the work in the past two years have dealt with the problem in the semi-

classical approximation * ""' in which the dilaton and graviton fields are treated

as classical quantitites wheras the matter fields are treated quantum mechanically

- an approximation which is valid if the number of matter fields N is large with the

product jVe* kept finite (<j> denotes the dilaton field). A more definitive analysis

can be carried out for Reissner-Nordstrom black holes " . In most models the semi-

classical approximation is valid in a region of space time bounded by a critical line

where 4>{x) becomes equal to a critical value <f>c{z). Nevertheless, the evolution of

the system away from this boundary can be studied analytically for some i .iodels or

numerically for others. The resets of the semiclassical picture seems to converge

on a picture where information is lost from the observable part of the universe.

It has been argued, however - most persuasively by 't Hooft - that one cannot

really ignore quantum fluctuations of gravity even if the black hole is of large mass

and jV is targe since high energy physics near the horizon appear as normal energy

processes to the aymptotic observer due to the very large redshift.

A possible approach to an exact quantum treatment of black holes comes from

the connection of matrix models with static black hole backgrounds, viz. a certain

integral transform of the collective field of the matrix model behaves as a "tachyon "

field in the black hole background of the two dimensional critical string!"1. One

remarkable result is that the singularity of the background disappears in the full

nonperturbative answer K . In fact the same holds true for the exact one particle

wave function of the problem as well as for more general incoming waves " . A

different matrix model black hole connection has been proposed in1™1. We expect



the above conclusions to hold in this mode! as well . However, this connection

is as yet known only for static black holes and one does not have a description

of black hole formation. Furthermore, in matrix models gravity and diialon fields

do not appear in the action explicitly : in a sense they are integrated out and

their quantum effects are completely contained in the collective field theory or

the fermionic field theory. It is useful to have models where one can study gravity

fluctuations explicitly and exactly and infer how they affect the quantum evolution

of black holes.

In a recent paper me such model with 24 scalar fields in the presence of two

dimensional dtlaton gravity with a boundary has been studied by Verlinde and Ver-

linde and by Schoutens.Verlinde and Verlinde'"1. In a fiducial coordinate system

with light-cone coordinates (u,u) the boundary is taken to be u = v. However, in

terms of physical coordinates which become minkowskian far away, the boundary

is dynamically determined by the infalling matter and undergoes quantum fluc-

tuations. In two dimensions there is no physical local degree of freedom of the

graviton-dilaton system, but the degree of freedom corresponding to a dynamical

boundary survives. Thus the effect of boundary fluctuations in this model serves

as a useful toy model for studying effects of quantum gravity fluctations. In fact

this me1 i has some features of the moving mirror problem

In this paper we study this model further with a view to understand quantum

gravity effects. We first find the most general boundary conditions which leads to

a perfect reflection of the matter energy momentum tensor and consistent with the

constraints. These boundary conditions are parametrized by a single parameter 0.

Thf boundary conditions of'1'1 correspond to 0 = 0. In a recent paper1"1 similar

boundary conditions have been used to study the dynamics of the boundary as

a dynamical moving mirror. Our discusson is complementary to this paper and

concentrates on the space-time features of the model.

The physics of the model is very different for 0 = 0 and 0^0. For 0 = 0 there

For yet Another proposal for description of black holes in matrix models E

is no meaningful classical solution. There is a semiclassical solution in which the

boundary "jumps forward" and becomes spacelike as soon as the incid'-u1 matter

energy density exceeds a critical value. At the same time a black hole singularity

forms which meets the apparent horizon at a finite time, like the other semiclassical

models, studied in the literature.

On the contrary the 0 £ 0 model makes sense classically. The boundary

now receedes away as the matter impinges on it. When the total eivigy of the

incoming matter exceeds a critical value, the boundary starts receeding with the

speed of light and with unbounded acceleration at a time much later than the time

of impact. In the classical theory this is also the critical value beyond which a

black hole singularity forms. At the semiclassical level, the critical value of the

energy has a different dependence on 0. The solution is, in fact, very similar to

that in the RST model with a similar picture of black hole evaporation.

Finally we quantize the 0 ^ 0 model fully by expanding around the classical

solution representing black hole formation. We calculate some quantum fluctua-

tions of quantities related to space-time in this theory, like the dispersion of the line

element on the boundary and the dispersion of the rescaled scalar curvature. As

in any field theory these dispersions depend on the ultraviolet cutoff which simply

express the fact that one generically sees more and more quantum fluctuation as

one goes to shorter and shorter distances. In other words, the dispersion depends

on on the resolution time of the measuring apparatus. If all observers use a reso-

lution time of order one (in natural units) we show that an infalling observer finds

a finite dispersion. An asymptotic observer, however, has a rather different con-

clusion. So long as the incoming energy is below the critical value, the aymptotic

observer also finds a finite dispersion with a finite resolution time. Howr, t as soon

as the energy exceeds a critical value and a horizon is formed the dispersion grows

as one approaches the horizon and becomes infinite at the horizon - even with a

finite resolution time. Thus the aymptotic observer always finds that the quantum

fluctuations of the dilaton and metric diverge at the horizon, which may be quite

far from the singularity. The result is quite consistent with the ideas p u forward



by *t HooftST and with ideas of black hole complementarity '". The phenomenon

is quite similar to the infinite spreading of strings moving in black hole or rindler

spac-times considered by Susskind " . It is unclear whether the presence of these

large fluctuations of space time as observed by an asymptotic observer signifies the

invalidity of the semiclassical approximation even for large black holes. •

1. The Model and Boundary conditions

The model consists of a space-time metric in two dimensions ft,t,(u,u) and a

di'aton field 4>(u,v) and 24 massless scalar fields f'(u,v) with the action

JS = J dudv (1.1)

Here R is the scalar curvature and A2 is a cosmological constant which can be set

to one by a choice of scale. The space-time has a boundary, which is the fixed tine

u = v in a fiducial set of null coordinates (u,t>).

We will work in the conformal gauge $„(, = e2f i/aj,, Let us introduce two free

chiral fields A' + (u) and X~(v). These are related to the metric and dilaton fields

by

2<*> + v ) (1.2)

The remaining equation of motion is then

and constraints simply state the total energy momentum tensor vanishes

+ Tuu = 0 T*,

(1.3)

(1.4)

Here T£u, T$v stand for the gravity-dilaton part of the eenergy momentum tensor

while TVU,TVV the matter part. We will often omit the subscripts since they are

chiral. Since the matter is conformally coupled we may write

/'(«,W = /1+(«)-f-fW

The general solution of (1.3) may be written as

e~2* = -X+(u)X+(v) + g+(u)+g-{v) + K

(1.5)

(1.6)

where the functions g* have to be determined by solving the constraints (1.4), and

K is an integration constant. The expressions for T3 become

f)2X~
g ^ u) 7* = -dv9-(v)%~ + d£g-(v) (1.7)

Now define two new fields V+(u) and Y~[u) by

dug
+{u) = Y-{u)8uX

+(u) 8vg-{v) = Y+(v)duX-{v) (1.8)

One then has

(1.9)

Finally we write down the expression for the scalar curvature in terms of the
fields introduced above. This is given by

R = Se-2(ldudvp = 4[I + eu(X~{v) - Y~(u

We also introduce the "rescaled" scalar curvature

(1.10)

(1.11)

which will be useful in later calculations. In fact this is the quantity that appear;,

in the action. The expression (1.10) shows that the zeroes of e~2* would be gener-

ically curvature singularities, unless the expression which multiplies it vanishes.

Furthermore any region where any of the fields A'±, Y^ diverge is also potentially

a region of curvature singularity.

I ~ T



1.1. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The boundary conditions we want to impose are (i) The dilaton field must be

constant along the boundary, i.e. (3U + dv)e~2* = 0 along u = v and (ii) the

matter must be perfectly reflected at the boundary- This sets / l+(tt) = /*~(u) and

ensures that Tuu{u) = Tvv(v) at u = v. Since the total energy momentum tensor

must vanish (or a constant in the quantum theory) we must, for consistency, also

require that (iii) the energy momentum tensor of gravity is also reflected off the

boundary perfectly, i.e. T,?u(u) = 'C(v) at u = v.

The conditions on the dilaton and metric fields are nontrivial. The condition

(i) is

) = O at u = v (1.12)

In1"1, ach term in (1.12) was separately set to zero, which also automatically en-

sured (iii). This sets both G^e"1* and dvt~
u to zero at the boundary and cor-

responds to the boundary conditions used in . Clearly this is not the general

condition.

If there was no boundary we could have used the remaining reparametrization

in variances to choose coordinates such that J¥+(u) and X~(v) are both of a desired

form. However the boundary conditions relate left moving and right moving modes,

which means that the remaining reparametrizations of u and v are not independent.

We can, however, fix one of the fields X*. In this paper we will often use a gauge

such that A'+(u) = u. We will see later that this choice corresponds to a choice of

Krusical coordinates. The form of A'~(t>) has to be now determined by solving the

constraints as we will show.

Let us introduce a new field fc-(ti) defined as

-(v) = hl(v) (1.13)

The most general form for Y+,Y which satisfies the condition (1.12) may be

easily seen to be, in the gauge A*+(u) = u

V-(tt) = X-(u) + F[u,M«)l
(l.M)

whrere F[x,h-(x)] is a general function of x and a functional of h-(x). Now

substitute (1.14) into the expressions (1.9) and get

T9 - f.2 , dF

_.„ . 7 dF

Requiring these two expression to match at u = v we get the condition

dF 6F „ , FXh-

whose unique solution is

(1.16)

(1.17)

where 0 is an integration constant. The boundary conditions in'"1 corresponds to

The boundary conditions (1.14) may be considered as operator conditions in

the quantum theory. In the semi classical theory, however, the expression for Lhe

energy momentum tensor has additional terms coming from the conformal anomalj

and the form of the solution for /"'[u,ft_(u)] are correspondingly different. This will

be discussed in a later section.



2. The Classical Solution

Given some energy momentum tensor of incoming matter the classical solution

is obtained by solving the equations Tg{u) + T(u) = 0 and T*(v) + T{v) = 0 where

Ts is obtained from (1.15) with F given by {1.17). These two equations are in

fact identical (since the reflection condition on matter fields set T(u) = T(v)) and

become

+ T(u)~0 (2.1)

Given a solution of fc-(u) it is straightforward to solve for X~(u). This is given

by
U

x- = jki + c

where C is an integration constant. This becomes, after using (2.1),

U

A'"(u) = - JT(v) -£/>_ + C (2.2)

The gravity and dilaton fields may be now readily obtained. From the definition

of jr* and Y+,Y~ in (1.6) and (1.8), the relations (1.14) and (1.17) and the equation

(2.1) we get

g+{u) = uX'(u) + /J«A_(u) - / u'r(ti')

V

g-(v) = -{3vh-(v)- I dv'v'T{v')

(2.3)

Putting these together we get

U V

e~M = u[X-M~X-(v)) + [ f du'u'T(u')- Idv'v'T(v')]+(3[uh-(u)-vh-(v)] + K
(2.4)

where K is an integration constant, which is the value of e~** on the boundary.

Note that in this classical problem, & can be scaled out of the problem by

rescaling /i_(u) -* /?ft_(u) and T(u) -+ 02T(u) in (2.1). This leads to a scaling of

X~ -> 02X~. This immediately shows that j3 = 0 is a rather singular limit. In

the following we will work mostly with j3 ^ 0 unless otherwise stated.

2.1. SOLUTION WITH SHOCK WAVE MATTER

We now find the classical solution in the presence incoming matter in the

form of a shock wave whose matter energy momentum tensor is given by T(u) —

^jT6{u — 1) (we have chosen the location of the shock wave at u = 1 by a suitable

shift of coordinates). We will solve (2.1) with the condition that the spacethnp is

flat linear djlaton vacuum before the shock wave arrives (i.p. in the region u < I

for all v). With this condition the solution to (2.1) can be found in all of the u — v

space :

where a = fi. This is an explicitly real solution and since d,,X~{v) = h?_(t>) it may

appear that X~(v) is a monotonically increasing function, so that the boundary

is everywhere timelike. However, (2.5) clearly shows that h~{v) blows U|J for some

positive value of v whenever a > 1. This becomes clear when one looks at the

solution for X~(v) obtained by plugging in (2,5) into (2.2)

X-(v) = -v)- » ~ 1)1 (2-6)

which shows that X~(v) blows up at v = —^ when o > 1. The solution for the

dilaton field is given by

U,t»

(2.7)

The meaning of the parameter /? is now clear. This is simply the value of e~* at

10
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. , , # * < ; !j)f •**•!> a%pmti*i*ii**?s~L-v

the boundary. The metric is best expressed in terms of the coordinates z* defined

as ;+ = u and ; " = - j . This becomes

u,u < 1

dz+dz'

( a -

g

~ 02-0 2 - + ( 1 -

u > l , u < 1

dz+dz~

(2.8)

u,v

;,FVom (2.8) and (2.6) it may be verified that the asymptotically minkowskian

coordinates are log{A+(u)) and -\og{-X~(v)). As in theories of gravity field

variables become physical coordinates. In the quantum theory these "coordinate

fields" become operators and have important consequences'"'.

The profile of the boundary in the X+,X~ coordinates is simply the curve

of .Y"(i>) as a function of v. From the above expressions it is clear that as long

as « < 1, the boundary is always timelike. At the point where the pulse hits the

boundary there is a discontinuity, but it never has an unbounded acceleration.

Furthermore X~(v) always stays negative, and no horizons are formed. For o > 1,

A'~(u) turns positive before the pulse hits the boundary. At the impact point, there

is a usual discontinuity, but nothing dramatic happens at ths point. However at

a later time the acceleration increases without bound, the velocity approaches the

speed of light and X~ becomes infinite at a point v = jfj-j. As o increases this

point approaches the point u = v = 1 where the shock have hits the boundary. It is

not meaningful to continue the solution beyond this point. In fact the asymptotic

observer will see the boundary running away at the point where X~ hits a zero,

since this is the end of the asymptotic coordinate system. This instability has

been observed in1™1 and is different from the instability discussed above. The latter

occurs for a Kruskal observer, using the X* coordinates.

Thus there is a critical value of the total energy of the incoming pulse beyond

which the boundary runs away. Note that we are dealing with a delta function

shock wave for which the energy density is always unbounded.

11

The interesting point in this model is that it is precisely at this value of the

total energy that a black hole starts forming. This is clear from the solution to

the dilaton and the metric fields in (2.7) and (2.8). Note that the conformal factor

in the z± coordinates is exactly equal to e2*. From (2,8) we see that there are no

singularities in the region before the incident puls-. In the region u > 1, «i < 1 the

metric is exactly like the standard black hole metric. We thus have a potential

curvature singularity along the spacelike line z+(z~ + a) = a. Since this region

in the u,r space corresponds to J+ > 1,J~ < — 1, there is no singularity when

a < 1. For a > 1 there is a singularity which asymptotes to z~ = ~a. The null

line *~ = -a which correspond to v = - £ is the event horizon which in this case

also coincides with the apparent horizon (defined in the usual way by du<j> = 0). In

the region u,w > 1 the singualrity is along the null line u = -—^ which begins at

the point where the singularity in the region II intersects with the reflected wave.

The expression (1.10) may be used to compute the curvature scalar. The result

is that R diverges on the part of the singularity in the u > 1,« < 1 region, but

is finite along the null singularity in the u,u > 1 region. However, in this model

the kinetic energy terms contain a factor of c~2* and zeroes of e2* are genuine

singularities even when the curvature is finite.

The kruskal diagrams for the solution (in the coordinates A'*) are shown in

Fig. 1 for a < 1 and in Fig. 2 for a > 1. Note the horizon is the line X~ = 0 while

the reflected pulse is along X~ = /?a(o - 1).

12



3. The semiclassical solution

We now outline what happens in the model when we take into account quantum

fluctuations of the matter fields, but still treat the dilaton gravity sector classically.

As is well known, this has several effects. First, there is a constant negative vacuum

energy due to normal ordering effects. In the (u, y) coordinates this vacuum energy

(for N scalar fields) is simply -4551 Secondly the conforma) anomaly induces new

terms in the action wliich modifies the equations of motion as well as the form of the

energy momentum tensor for the dilaton gravity system. However, as demonstrated

in |71one can choose counterterms such that the dynamical equations of motion of the

semiclassical theory are similar to those of the classical theory with the replacement

-24 . n s (3.1)

Here K. = | - j . Thus the solution to fl is still given by the general form in equation

(1.6). With the same definition of the fields Y~,Y+ as in (1.8) the expressions for

the gravity part of the energy momentum tensor becomes, instead of (1.9)

(3.2)

where h = K - 1 = ^53^ • The most general boundary conditions may be now

derived in the gauge A' + («) = u following the same steps as in the previous sections.

With the same ansatz as in (1.14) and the requirement that the gravity part of the

energy momentum tensor is perfectly reflected at the boundary one gets instead of

(1.16) the following equation for F[h-,u]

&f i £ ^ (3.3)f + ft,A- ^ +au oh- ft-

whose general solution is

F[h-(u), u] = 0h-{u) - kdu\ogh.(v) (3.4)

'"1This shows that, in particular, the boundary conditions in'"1, which is identical to

13

t h a t used i n m c a n n o t be valid unless N = 24*. T h e equa t i on satisfied by / i _ ( « )

now b e c o m e s

hi _ + T(u) = - ^ (3.5)

In general these equations are difficult to solve exactly.

The semiclassical limit could be a good description when N is very large.

However one may get some insight into quantum effects of matter for 'he present

case of N = 24 where the semiclassical equations can still be solved exactly. This

is because in this case the anomaly is absent and the only modifications are the

inclusion of the vacuum energy and the replacement of the dilaton field by f! in

(3.1).

3.1. SEMICLASSICAL SOLUTION WITH SHOCK WAVE FOR /? ^ 0

To solve the constraints for a shock wave one has to solve (2.1) with

(3.6)

We require that the solution to the left of the shock wave is the flat minkowski

space linear dilaton vacuum. This yields the following solution

(3.7)

The solution for X~(u) is

- u) 9(u - 1)) (3.8)

* S. Trivedi hat informed us that he and his collaborators have also discovered that tlie
boundary conditions 5±n = 0 are not consistent hi the RST model!*"

14
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where

The field f!(u,u) is then given by

(3.9)

< 1

'_i[og{-!_) u > l , u < l (3.10)

•u-i {•!-) u , u > l
V

In writing down (3.10) we have chosen an integration constant in the solution for

tt(u, v) such that in the region before the incoming wave, one has a standard linear

dilaton vacuum with e~2* = ^ . As in the classical solution the asymptotically

minkowskian coordinates are ±log(±X*).

i,From (3.8) it is clear that A'" (u) diverges for some finite u = u0 = [j-J^JZy5

whenever T > To = liVA. Thus 0\/E is the critical value of the incoming energy

beyond which the boundary runs away.

Before looking for singularities let us look for the presence of apparent horizons.

This is given by the curve along which duil = 0 (since du<j> = 0 implies 9ufl = 0).

It is trivial to see that there is no apparent horizon in the region u, v < 1. In the

region u > l,i> < 1 the equation for the apparent horizon is

v 2u
(3.11)

If present, this is always a timelike line, since as u increases, so does v. It is then

easy to see that the curve (3.11) does lie in the region u > l,t> < 1 unless

(3.12)

The singularities correspond to the zeroes of d^ft{u,v). This means that ft =

f] r r = 1(1 -)- Iog2). From the above solution it may be seen that in the region

15
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u,v < 1 there are no singularities for 0 jt 0. (For /? = 0 the boundary coincides

with the critical line in this region as we will see later).

In the region u > l,u < 1 the solution is exactly like the solution of the RST

model. In the RST model a singularity is formed whenever the energy density

exceeds a critical value. Thus for a delta function sh' ck wave a spacelike singularity

is always formed. In this case, however, there is a critical value of the total energy

beyond which a singularity is formed. For a shock wave one must have T > Tr,

where Tc may be determined as follows. The singularity, if present must intersect.

the u = 1 line or the v = 1 line. It is easy to see from (3.10) that there are no

zeroes of Q(usv) along the u = 1 line. Along ti = 1 one has f! = ficr at a value of

u = UQ which is determined by solving the equation

u0 =
log(uo)+2($0-r)

2(7-T) (3.13)

where

Note that ^ < to < 7- When T > i this always has a solution. In this regime the

singularity starts out as spacelike, intersects the apparent horizon where it turns

time-like and continues all the way to u = co as a timelike naked singularity, just

as in the RST model. However the solution should not be continued beyond the

point of intersection of the sinmgularity and the apparent horizon. As noted in1 ',

0 attains vaccum values along the line v = v, where the intersection point of the

apparent horizon and the spacelike part of the singularity is deno^d by (u s , f s) .

This is the case in our model with 0 ^ 0 as well. Consequently one may impose

boundary conditions corresponding to a "thunderpop" such that the solution in

the region v > v, is the linear dilaton vaccum. One then has a picture where the

black hole has evaporated completely and information is lost in this semiclassical

model.

16



For T < 7, (3.13) has a solution for T > Tc where Tc is value of T for which the

straight line represented by the left hand side of (3.13) is tangential to the curve

on the right hand side for some value of u. This means that Tc is determined by

the equation

Note that Tc < 7 as required. A plot of the critical energy Te as a function of

if is shown in Fig. 3. Note that for Tc < T < 7 the equation (3.13) has two

solutions so that before imposition of an additional boundary condition at (UJ,WJ)

the singularity meets the outgoing pulse at a finite value of u.

The interesting point is that Tc is always greater To = jiyfK which is the

critical value of T beyond which the boundary starts receeding with infinite speed.

A plot of the quantity ^ is shown in Fig. 4. It also follows from the definition of

y that 7 - i < f}y/A < Tc.

In the region u,'v > 1 there ai • no singularities for T < 0\/A. For 0\/A < T <

Tc there is a space-like singularity which starts out at the boundary at u = v = «o

and becomes asymptotic to the reflected wave along v = 1. Recall that uo is the

value of v for which X~(v) blows up. Thus, just as in the classical solution, the

region v ~> UQ is beyond the singularity and not present in the spacetirae defined by

the semiclassical solution. For T > Tc the singularity in the u,v > 1 region starts

off as usual at the boundary, but crosses the reflected wave at some finite value of

v where it joins the singularity of the u > 1, t; < 1 region as discussed above. In

the Kruskal coordinates the singularity is asymptotic to the runaway part of the

boundary, similar to that in the classical solution.

17

3.2. SOLUTIONS WITH f3 — 0

We now mention briefly the features of the semiclassical solution I'o.- /? = 0*.

We will thus solve the equation (2.1) with 0 = 0 with T(u) - » r ( u ) - j ? to account

for the vacuum energy. It is immediately clear that in aregion where T(u) —^1 > 0

the quantity hi. < 0 which means that duX~{v) is negative. This means thrt the

physical coordinates which are asymptotically minkowskian are double valued as a

function of v and the boundary becomes spacelike. For a shock wave gh ;n by (3.6)

this always happens since a shock wave corresponds to an infinite energy density.

For such a shock wave the solution for X~(v) is given by

_1_

~2v (3.15)

Note that unlike 0 ^ 0 the coordinate field X (v) is discontinuous at the loc tton

of the pulse, with a finite discontinuity. For a spread-out pulse this discontinuity

is absent, but corresponds to a region where A'~ runs backward, corresponding to

the boundary becoming spaceiike.

In this case a singularity is present for any positive value of T. Now one has

_ (3.16)

The boundary u = v is precisely the location of 0 = Qcr. For the region u > 1, v <

1 the singularity forms at the wake of the incoming pulse and has a fate similar to

the RST model. In fact the case 0 = 0 is almost identical to the RST model.

This section summarizes results obtained in collaboration with E. Martinec
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3.3. INFORMATION LOSS

Whenever parameters in the theory are in a range such that a singularity and a

horizon is formed there is the standard information loss at the semiclassical level.

At the semiclassical level the "in" and "out" modes of the matter fields / ' are

defined as

= /"

&„=
(3.17)

since the asymptotically Minkowskian coordinates are i logfiX*) in all the re-

gions. In the A'+ = u gauge all the nontriviality of the mode expansions lie in

the form of A'~(u). If there are no horizons X~{u) would vanish only at u -» oo

and both the integrals in (3.17) would be over the full range of u. However in the

presence of a horizon, the second integral in (3.17) goes from -oo to -vh where

e = —Vh is the location of the horizon. The resulting n,, no longer form a complete

set and one has a standard story. A reasonable definition of the S-matrix in the

problem would be given by

(3.18)

and would be nonunitary semiclassically.

Normally one would get a unitary evolution if one took into account the states

inside the horizon as well, i.e. if one integrates over the full range of v. Here,

however, the X~[ •) is a nonmonotonic function of v. As a result, the modes

bv are nor complete, alt combinations of the modes av cannot be expressed as

combinations of 6,,, though the converse is certainly true. Thus the 5-matrix

satisfies SS1* = 1 but S*S ^ 1.

4. Quantum Fluctuations and Compliinentarity

We now consider some aspects of the quantum fluctuations of the graviton dila.-

ton degrees of freedom. In this model these degrees of freedom are represented by

the chiral fields X*(u), X~(v), y-(t>),V+(u). The model is essentially a free field

theory in these variables and one may hope to addi «s exact quantum questions.

4.1. LIGHT CONE QUANTIZATION

We will quantize the model around the classical solution with a shock wave de-

scribed in section 2. It is sufficient to consider the set of fields X + (u), V+(u), f'(u)

since the boundary conditions ensure an identical situation in the other chiral

sector. We thus expand the operators as

(4.1)

where subscripts (cl) and (qu) denote classical and quantum pieces. There is a

constraint

\dvP(u)duP(u) = 0 (4.2)

In the quantum theory the right hand side has to be replaced by a suitable normal

ordering term JJJ . Our model is almost identical to critical bosonic string theory.

However, as emphasized in '* the expansion of the field in terms of the physical

modes are rather different.

We will quantize the theory in a light cone gauge -V+(u) = p+u. We will also

put the system in a box of size 2ir£ to keep track of infrared behaviour. Using

standard mode expansions

(4.3)

(and similarly for the other fields) one may then solve the constraints to solve for the

nonzero modes of Y~(u) in terms of the /J,. The remaining dynamical variables are



the canonically conjugate pair of zero modes q , p+ and the matter oscillators. The

zero mode q~ represent the overall translational degi^e of freedom and decouples

from the dynamics. At the classical level this is the arbitrary integration constant

which is chosen to ensure that ±log[±A'±] are good asymptotic coordinates.

The mode expansions of the type (4.3) are, however, not very useful in this

problem. In the quantization around the specific solution representing the forma-

tion and evaporation of black hole, the asymptotic "in" coordinates are j / + = logu

rather than u. Thus the oscillators /'„ do not annahilate the "in" vacuum. In the

region u > 0 one should thus expand in terms of the appropriate modes

(4.4)

In the region u < 0 one has a similar modes in terms of coordinates log(—u). We

will also introduce coordinates y~ = log(ti). The semiclassical region of interest has

v < 1 and hence y~ < 0. The boundary in terms of these coordinates is y+ = y~.

In the following we shall deal exclusively with the region u > 0. However to

examine questions like unitarity etc. one has to deal with the oscillators corre-

sponding to the other region as well*.

Let \ now solve the constraints in this gauge. The classical solution for Y~(u)

is given by

YcJ{u) = (4.5)

while f'cl is noiizero only along y+ = 0. Then the quantum part of V~(u) may be

solved to be, for y+ > 0

(4.6)

* In the covariant quantisation in '"'one has a similar doubling of states corresponding to the
two signs of the zero modes of X* • The vacuum sector S-matrix is unitary only if the full
apace or states are taken into account
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where Ltr denotes the virasoro modes of the matter energy momentum tensor

and we have included the standard intercept coming from normal ordering. The
"in" vacuum is now defined by

(4.8)/ , , | 0 ,m>=0 n > 0

The Virasoro generators ££j act on the vacuum as follows

££|0,in >= 0 m > 0 ; if, r |°- i n >= -2wL2\Q,tn > (1.9)

4.2. FLUCTUATIONS OF THE BOUNDARY

In terms of the coordinates y~*~,y~ the invariant line element on the boundary
is given by dig where

(4.10)

along the boundary inWe will now compute the dispersion of the quantity

the region y+,y~ < 0.

In a quantum theory of gravity correlations of local operators do not make

much sense, since one is integrating over the metric. The meaning of the disper-

sions we are about to calculate is as follows. We are expanding around a specific

classical solution corresponding to a dynamicaj black hole formation v itli some

incoming matter. We are interested in getting an idea of the strength of quantum

fluctuations of space-time quantities, one example of which is the line element on

the boundary. This may be done by computing the corresponding local quanti-

ties using the classical metric as the reference metric- These quantiti-^ have a
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perfectly good meaning for an asymptotic observer. In the asymptotic region the

fluctuations of the metric are weak and the asymptotic observer may thus use the

classical metric to make measurements. The correlations of these local operators

have physical meaning only for these asymptotic observers.

The correlations of dsg require mode expansions for dv-X~(y~). Unlike dv+ Y~

these are difficult to compute exactly. We shall obtain these for small fluctuations

around the classical solution. It is most convenient to consider the equation (2.1), in

appropriate coordinates, as the full quantum equation and expand this around the

classical solution. To lowest order one gets in the region y~ < 0, where kci =/5e~" ,

p[drhl + 2AI] =

Here hq_ denotes the quantum part of fc_. Denning modes as

(4.11)

one has to this order

(4.12)

(4.13)

iFrom this expression one may obtain the modes of dv-X (y ). The correlator

< 0,in\dsB(y~)dsB(y-')\0,in >

may be now calculated using the Virasoro algebra. For y~ -4 y ' this goes as

0,in\dsB{y~)ds3
B{y~ )|0,in

(y--y~f)2
(4.14)

A freely falling observer will make measurements with a cutoff which keeps the

invariant local distance fixed to some value and would replace the right hand side
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with

(j,- - y-'f + tre-tMH»-+y-')]

where pct is the conformal mode of the classical metric. Here fcis the geodesic nil off.

The'quantity e~if>c'(y ' along the boundary is small near the singularity, but not

near the horizon. Thus the freely falling observer perceives boundary fluctuations

which are large only at scales smaller than the cutoff b. In particular he/she does

not perceive any strong fluctuation near the horizon. This is consistent with the

fact that the freely falling observer does not see anything special at the horizon.

An a iymptotic observer at future null infinity would make measurements with

a cutoff vhich has some fixed value in terms of the aymptotic coordinates. Hecall

that the asymptotic coordinates in the classical solution are

Since

the quantity (4.14) is

= -k.g[-.Y-(i>)] = -I

6y~ = Sw~[l -

(4.15)

(4.16)

The quantum dispersion at scales larger than the cutoff of the aymptotic observer,

6 is obtained by setting 6w~ = 6.

For a < 1 the .luctuations of the boundary increase as one gets closer to the

point of impact at y~ = 0, but never become infinite. For a > 1 the fluctuations

become strong at the location of the horizon regardless of the value of the cutoff.

We thus conclude that as the incident energy approaches the critical value and

a horizon starts to form, the asymptotic obsever measures very large fluctuations

near the horizon. The basic reason behind this phenomenon is the large redshift



between the horizon and infinity- Our result is in fact a concrete illustration of the

contention of t Hooft.

Quantum dispersions of other quantities show a similar behaviour. For example

the correlation of the rescaled curvature R introduced in (1.11) may be calculated

to be {in the region u > \,v < 1)

>=

By the same reasoning as above, curvature fluctuations as measured by the aymp-

totic observer grow very large near the horizon.

5. In lieu of a conclusion

The real question is : does these large fluctuations of space-time as perceived

by the asymptotic observer invalidate the semiclassical approximation regardless

of the mass of the black hole ? The question is confused by the fact that these

fluctuations are large only for an asymptotic observer and one might argue that

to examine the validity of the semiclassical approximation one should use a local

geodesic cutoff. It is nevertheless clear that the asymptotic observer will have to

account for large space-time fluctuations in his or her description of the Hawking

process.

One way to obtain a definitive answer to this important question is to calcu-

late quantities which have unambiguous meaning in quantum gravity, for example

correlations of integrated operators. These "susceptibilities" may be studied as

a function of the parameter a of the classical solution and one may be able to

see whether quantum corrections grow large as a approaches the critical value 1.

In this regard the present model with nonzero 0 could be useful since this has a

critical value of a necessary for black hole formation and one could study quantum

properties of the modet a s o - + l from below.
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Fig.3 : CRITICAL ENERGY VERSUS BETA
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